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About This Game

Get ready for magic, monsters, and math with The Counting Kingdom!

Writing simple spells, brewing bubbly potions… yesterday was just another day in your life as the Wizard’s Apprentice. Today,
a horde of angry monsters is attacking The Counting Kingdom, and only you can defend the castle towers! Using your spells,

potions, and the mighty power of mathematics, you must banish the monsters and save the kingdom!

Take up your tome of spells and save the castle in this tactical puzzler, featuring strategic tower defense gameplay across an
expansive world map.

Each monster has a number: add them together to cast your spells

Rack up points with powerful combos and well-timed potions

Challenging tower defense gameplay that's entertaining for gamers of all ages

Encourage excitement about math with addition challenges made for family fun

Explore a colorful world with 30 levels of gameplay in five distinct regions of the kingdom
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Dynamically-generated game levels create high replay value and guarantee a fresh math challenge

Serious gaming! This clever math game requires real strategic thinking

Ready with your spells? The Counting Kingdom needs you to save the day!
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the kingdom 100 years and counting. the counting kingdom. the counting kingdom game

Looks great, and my 5 year old is having a blast playing it. I like how it makes math fun for him.. This is a very well-designed
game. It presents addition as a fundamental game challenge that increases in difficulty as the player continues. Unlike most
education games, it's the game that takes the spotlight. The core mechanics are very strong, and the game develops a one-more-
level mentality even if you already understand arithmetic. The potions and sorcery aspects are fun, and the overall aesthetic
design is very appealing. If you, or your child, has struggled with addition, I highly recommend it. You won't notice you're
learning anything until you already have. If you're already proficient with arithmetic, it's still fun. Perhaps pick it up on a future
sale. It will give you 2-4 hours of gameplay. Overall my only complaint is that I wish it had continued on into more advanced
math; which isn't a complaint so much as a hint to the developers.. First Try on The Counting Kingdom.

The video is here:
http://youtu.be/2CzhcDk0fKI

Having a weak spot for maths games in general, I thought, I might give it a try.

Before going into the gameplay, as always, we look at the options menu first.
Being a unity game, the graphical options are in the launch window with your settings for graphical fidelity and resolution.
Audio Options are ingame with sliders for SFX and Music.

The gameplay itself is fairly simplistic and whenever a new element is added, it is well explained.
Basically you try to match monsters(or the sum of combined monsters) with your spells which are also numbers.
Since every level plays out differently there is no preset solution for the level, so you can find a better one.
After each level your score is evaluated with a fairly well known system of 1-3 stars depending on your score.
With that said, I would not be surprised if the game gets ported to IOS or Android later on.

Apart from that I do not really have any more to say than the tl:dr.
Is the game worth it? 10€ for (from what I have heard) fairly short game is quite a high price.
Taking it into consideration though that this game is an educational game the price is pretty much right.
My recommendation therefore is that if you want a maths game for your little ones, then go ahead and buy it.
If you are an avid gamer though, I would wait until the game goes on a sale(~50%).
So it is not a bad game by any stretch of the imagination, but the price point is a little bit to high, in my opinion.. Brilliant
educational game! Combines genuinely fun gameplay with reinforcement of basic math skills. Played it with my first grader,
and he couldn't get enough of it. We enjoyed working together to figure out the gradually more difficult calculations, and he
yelled "Boom!" every time we managed to clear the board. Wouldn't hesitate to recommend this to other parents of grade school
kids, even at full price. Kudos to the developers.. Boring mobile phone game.. Good game with nice, simple graphics. Kids
enjoyed playing it while practicing their maths.
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I'm good at numbers and stuff!

Basic math game at it's finest. Quite simple; easy to learn. It is quite simply put just an adding game. With only 31 levels to play
though; you could quite easily beat this game in a day or less. as you progress though the sections of the map you open new
mobs and new potions/abilities. Got this game though a humble bundle for less than 2 dollars; so I think that was worth it. If you
want a casual game that is easy to play. I do suggest it; If you don't like math or loud noises (could just turn off speakers), then I
don't. I am not entirely for or against this game.

So I give it an over all 2.3 of 5
where it falls short is standard volume is over bearing.
falls a bit short in length of gameplay. If it had chapters to it, Chapter one could be adding eventually having multiplcation in it;
yes at one point there is a tile that multiplys the enemy, but I am not counting that.. This is a super fun game for all ages, it
makes you think but more than anything it's fun! I kind of want to go as a monster with a number on my chest for Halloween
too. The monsters are super cute, the music is great and overall it's a super rad game. I highly recommend it!. Boring mobile
phone game.. Excellent game for children; if you are trying to get a decently educational game for your child, this is perfec.t the
graphics are great, the mechanics are perfectly executed.

Unfortunately, it doesn't have much value for most others. I beat it in about 2 hours, and can't imagine playing again without a
major update; it doesn't have much in the way of replayability. I'd be happy to see an update with multiplication!

A really good game for its target audience, so it's great.. Nice kid game!
Fun, challenge, nice progression and representation
I'm adult but really got hook up with it !. Really short game, but super cute and fun. Finished it in a couple hours, but it's worth
the couple bucks. It's nice they have harder difficulties in free play mode.. I bought this game on a whim and am glad I did so.
My young children have started school and are learning about numbers etc so are able to tackle this game. What is great is they
don't really appreciate they're learning whilst they're playing. I know we're onto a good thing when the kids are begging to play
an eductationa game :-). Cute game. Add numbers, perform basic arithmetic, destroy monsters. Not much else to say really.

Got this game as part of a HumbleBundle. Not sure it's worth full price for your average casual player. If you have kids and they
need to learn how to add a great, but if not, then not sure how much replayability this game really has.

It has a little strategy in terms of combining numbers and monsters in trying to get them to match, but the board itself is simple,
so it does not take advantage of another features that it could. The monsters do not really have special abilities or anything, so it
really just comes down to how to match monsters with numbers. So while entertaining for a while, I'm not sure how often, if at
all, one would revisit this game after playing through the little main campaign. Still, worth playing at least once given its unique
nature.. A great game for those of you with young kids. It nicely balances that delicate tightrope between compelling gameplay
and educational content, which is sometimes a challenge if a child thinks the game is more classroom lesson than fun. Take a
look. You will not be disappointed.
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